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Abstract

The performance of deep learning models in001
NLP and other fields of machine learning002
has led to a rise in their popularity, and so003
the need for explanations of these models be-004
comes paramount. Attention has been seen005
as a solution to increase performance, while006
providing some explanations. However, a de-007
bate has started to cast doubt on the explana-008
tory power of attention in neural networks. Al-009
though the debate has created a vast literature010
thanks to contributions from various areas, the011
lack of communication is becoming more and012
more tangible. In this paper, we provide a clear013
overview of the insights on the debate by crit-014
ically confronting works from these different015
areas. This holistic vision can be of great in-016
terest for future works in all the communities017
concerned by this debate. We sum up the main018
challenges spotted in these areas, and we con-019
clude by discussing the most promising future020
avenues on attention as an explanation.021

1 Introduction022

Attention mechanisms have been widely used in023

various tasks of Natural Language Processing024

(NLP) as well as in other fields of machine learning025

(e.g., Computer Vision (Mnih et al., 2014; Li et al.,026

2019)). These mechanisms draw insight from the027

intuition that humans build the representation of a028

whole scene by dynamically focusing on relevant029

parts at different times (Rensink, 2000).030

The general form of attention has been031

named differently according to authors (alignment032

model (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and attention mech-033

anism (Vaswani et al., 2017)). In essence, the at-034

tention function maps a query Q and keys K to035

scalar scores (Vaswani et al., 2017). These scores036

are fed to a softmax function, in turn producing037

a set of attention weights that are then applied to038

values V. Different kinds of attention are thus pos-039

sible according to how many keys are attended to040

(global vs. local attention, according to Luong041

et al. (2015)) and where the query is generated 042

(cross vs. self-attention as in the works of Bah- 043

danau et al. (2015) and Vaswani et al. (2017)). 044

In this paper, we focus on attention regardless of 045

these technical differences. There are mainly two 046

ways of computing the attention weights α̂: Bah- 047

danau et al. (2015) introduced additive attention 048

α̂ = softmax(w3
Ttanh(W1K + W2Q)), where 049

w3, W1, W2 model parameters to be learned, and 050

Vaswani et al. (2017) introduced scaled dot-product 051

attention α̂ = softmax
(
KQ√
m

)
, where m represents 052

the dimension of K. These two forms are theoreti- 053

cally similar (Vaswani et al., 2017) and generally 054

give the same results (Jain and Wallace, 2019), the 055

dot-product form being faster on certain tasks from 056

a practical point of view. 057

Since the introduction of attention mechanisms 058

in the literature, many have seen the opportu- 059

nity to use the weights for explaining neural net- 060

works (e.g., Xu et al. (2015); Martins and Astudillo 061

(2016); Choi et al. (2016); Xie et al. (2017); Mullen- 062

bach et al. (2018)). Explainability in machine learn- 063

ing and NLP is defined as the capacity to explain 064

a non-interpretable (Bibal and Frénay, 2016), i.e. 065

black-box, model (Guidotti et al., 2018). The two 066

major ways to explain black-box models are global 067

explanations, providing clues about the behavior 068

of the model as a whole, and local explanations, 069

explaining particular decisions. Using attention to 070

explain neural networks mainly pertains to the lat- 071

ter, even if some authors study attention for global 072

explanation (e.g., Clark et al. (2019)). 073

Explanations can also be faithful (how close 074

the explanation is to the inner workings of the 075

model) (Rudin, 2019; Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020), 076

or plausible (does the user consider the explanation 077

of the model plausible?) (Riedl, 2019; Jacovi and 078

Goldberg, 2020). It should be noted that explana- 079

tion presupposes some degree of transparency to 080

the user, whether it is faithful or plausible. Indeed, 081

disregarding this aspect would entail that the most 082
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faithful explanation is the black-box model itself.083

Recently, a debate fundamentally questioned084

whether attention can be used as explanation (Jain085

and Wallace, 2019). An immediate response086

by Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019) challenged some of087

the arguments of Jain and Wallace (2019). To this088

day, the debate about “is attention explanation?”089

continues and is the source of a rich and diverse090

literature. Researchers from different areas have091

mostly contributed to this debate without referring092

to works outside, and sometimes even inside, their093

area. These insights include theoretical analyses of094

attention, the necessity to bring users in the loop,095

questioning the evaluation methodology for model096

explanation, and more.097

This paper aims at bringing together the papers098

from these different areas in order to provide an099

outline of the quickly growing and vast literature100

on the subject. Moreover, we discuss the lessons101

learned and highlight the main issues and perspec-102

tives. To accurately reflect the debate, we only103

focus on papers that are posterior to the works of104

Jain and Wallace (2019) and Wiegreffe and Pinter105

(2019), and that explicitly rely on these two papers106

to contribute to the debate. This paper proposes the107

first introduction to the debate about “is attention108

explanation?”. The main contributions of this work109

are as follows:110

• a summary and a discussion of the actual state111

of the debate by identifying convergences and112

disagreements in the literature;113

• an extraction and structure of the main in-114

sights from papers of different areas that gen-115

erally do not interact; and116

• the bases for developing research on attention117

as explanation, with a more integrated state-of-118

the-art built upon a multitude of perspectives.119

In order to present the different insights on the120

debate, we briefly summarize the two seminal pa-121

pers (Section 2), describing the arguments of the122

two original papers that represent the source of the123

ongoing debate. We also present survey papers124

that mention the debate within a broader context125

(Section 3). We then investigate the different re-126

search perspectives we extracted from the literature127

(Sections 4 to 9). Finally, we analyze the insights128

offered by those works and offer foundations to129

build upon for future research related to attention130

as explanation (Section 10).131

2 Starting Point of the Debate 132

Jain and Wallace (2019) make a set of observations 133

on attention weights in a battery of experiments: 134

(i) an analysis of the correlations between attention 135

weights and feature importance methods (gradient- 136

based and leave-one-out) and (ii) a study of the 137

impact of counterfactual attention weight distribu- 138

tions on the final prediction by randomly shuffling 139

the attention weights, and by shuffling them adver- 140

sarially (i.e., by creating distributions that corre- 141

spond to a focus on a different set of features than 142

the one in the original attention distribution). The 143

experiments are performed on three tasks: binary 144

text classification, question answering and natural 145

language inference. When commenting upon the 146

results of their experiments, the authors’ observa- 147

tions are: (i) there are poor correlations between 148

attention weights and gradient-based or leave-one- 149

out methods for explanation and (ii) shuffling the 150

attention weights in a neural model does not af- 151

fect the final prediction, except for some rare cases 152

where the prediction relies on a few high precision 153

tokens. The conclusion they draw from the poor 154

correlations with other explanation methods and 155

the lack of exclusive explanation is that attention 156

cannot be used as a means of explanation. 157

Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019) agree on the im- 158

portance of the questions raised by Jain and Wal- 159

lace (2019) and reply to their claims. They agree 160

with the first observation and the corresponding 161

experimental setup. However, they object to the 162

second claim, stating that only modifying the at- 163

tention weights in the model does not produce a 164

real attention-based model. Indeed, if the atten- 165

tion weights should be modified for experimental 166

purposes, then the model should be retrained to cor- 167

respond to a real trained model with those modified 168

attention weights. In addition, they also object to 169

the exclusive explanation argument that attention 170

is "an explanation, not the explanation" (Wiegreffe 171

and Pinter, 2019, p. 13). Indeed, several plausible 172

explanations can co-exist for a similar degree of 173

faithfulness. 174

The clash between the initial use of attention 175

as explanation and the 2019 studies showing that 176

attention might not be explanation started a vast 177

literature on the subject. The following section 178

presents survey papers that are mentioning the de- 179

bate within a broader perspective. 180
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3 Survey Papers Mentioning the Debate181

Usually, when exploring a question, survey papers182

are a good starting point, as they have the advan-183

tage of covering a broader scope. However, there is184

no in-depth introduction to the debate, as survey pa-185

pers only briefly mention the debate and sometimes186

do not really add something significant for the dis-187

cussion (e.g., Chaudhari et al. (2019) and Lindsay188

(2020)). Please note that we only discuss surveys189

that add significant elements to the discussion.190

Galassi et al. (2020) propose a survey on atten-191

tion. They recall the results of Jain and Wallace192

(2019) on the fact that attention may not be expla-193

nation, but also refer to the fact that only faithful194

explanations (and not plausible ones; see Section 7)195

are considered. The “explanation” perspective of196

the survey is focused on the work of Zhang et al.197

(2019), which discusses how well attention cap-198

tures the importance of abstract features in multi-199

layer neural networks when dealing with images.200

Galassi et al. (2020) argue that an answer to the201

question “is attention explanation?” with image202

data may not generalize to text, and should be veri-203

fied, as human understanding mechanisms strongly204

differ between images and texts.205

de Santana Correia and Colombini (2021) intro-206

duce the debate in broad terms in Section 5.7 of207

their survey, but point out that, based on the work208

of Vashishth et al. (2019), the answer to the ques-209

tion “is attention explanation?” can take different210

shapes based on the NLP task that is studied (see211

our Section 6 for more details on this point of the212

debate). Later in their paper, they also mention,213

like Galassi et al. (2020), that some works show214

that attention in transformers focuses on syntacti-215

cal structures (Voita et al., 2018; Vig and Belinkov,216

2019; Tenney et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2019). This217

indicates that global explanations based on atten-218

tion can be provided, but do not answer the need219

for the local, decision-based, explanation that is220

mainly discussed in the debate.221

Ras et al. (2021) also stress that the debate has222

been extended to several NLP tasks in the work of223

Vashishth et al. (2019). They add the information224

that mixed results have been obtained in the de-225

bate (Serrano and Smith, 2019; Baan et al., 2019).226

Contrary to the short introductions to the debate227

in these survey papers, we aim at providing a clear228

and rather exhaustive view of the different ways229

the debate is tackled in the literature. The different230

insights on the debate, which are unfortunately not231

regrouped and discussed in these surveys (because 232

the debate is not their main focus), are numerous: 233

some papers add arguments about the fact that at- 234

tention is not explanation (Section 4), provide anal- 235

yses to explain why attention is not explanation 236

(Section 5), analyze the debate on different NLP 237

tasks (Section 6), discuss the methodological is- 238

sues at the heart of the debate (Section 7), evaluate 239

the explanatory power of attention with humans 240

(Section 8), or propose solutions to make attention 241

become explanation (based on technical develop- 242

ments or on user-in-the-loop strategies) (Section 9). 243

4 Additional Arguments about Attention 244

is not Explanation 245

Some works may be considered as the direct contin- 246

uation of the arguments of Jain and Wallace (2019) 247

by adding experiments that corroborate their find- 248

ings, e.g., by showing that the comparison of atten- 249

tion with other explainable methods different from 250

the gradient-based one leads to similar conclusions. 251

Serrano and Smith (2019) show that removing 252

features considered as important by attention less 253

often leads to a decision flip than removing features 254

considered important by gradient-based methods. 255

This means that the features deemed important by 256

attention for a decision are not so important for the 257

model. This, therefore, adds to the first argument 258

of Jain and Wallace (2019) against the relevance of 259

attention as an indicator of feature importance. 260

Thorne et al. (2019) demonstrate that applying 261

LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) on an attention-based 262

neural network can provide good explanations that 263

the attention itself cannot provide. They conclude 264

on this subject that their experimental results are 265

aligned with the ones of Jain and Wallace (2019). 266

Mohankumar et al. (2020) investigate attention 267

on top of LSTMs (attention-LSTMs). Their study 268

focuses on why attention in such models neither 269

provides plausible, nor faithful, explanations. They 270

use a variety of NLP tasks (sentiment analysis, nat- 271

ural language inference, question answering and 272

paraphrase detection) and randomly permute atten- 273

tion weights as Jain and Wallace (2019). They find 274

that attention-LSTM’s outputs do not change much 275

after the permutation and conclude that attention 276

weights are not faithful explanations in attention- 277

LSTMs. The authors propose changes to attention- 278

LSTMs to make attention a faithful explanation 279

(see Section 9.1). Moreover, by analyzing the 280

attention given to part-of-speech tags, they find 281
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that the model cannot provide a plausible explana-282

tion either, since, for several datasets, a significant283

amount of attention is given to punctuation.284

Finally, Ethayarajh and Jurafsky (2021) show285

that attention weights are not Shapley values (i.e.286

a method for feature importance) (Lundberg and287

Lee, 2017). This result is in line with Jain and Wal-288

lace (2019) on the fact that the attention weights289

do not correlate with other explanation techniques290

(saliency maps or Shapley values). The authors291

however note that attention flows (i.e. an ex-292

tension of attention weights obtained after post-293

processing) (Abnar and Zuidema, 2020) are Shap-294

ley values, which may indicate that using attention295

in another way could lead to explanation.296

5 Analyses of Why Attention is not297

Explanation298

In addition to the arguments in the literature on299

the fact that attention is not explanation, another300

part of the literature focuses on understanding the301

reasons why it is not explanation.302

Bai et al. (2021) show that attention can be put303

on uninteresting tokens because of an effect they304

call “combinatorial shortcuts”. The key idea is that305

attention is calculated on the basis of a biased input:306

“the attention mechanism will try to select biased307

features to adapt the biased estimations to minimize308

the overall loss functions” (Bai et al., 2021, p. 27).309

For instance, if one adds random tokens (such as310

A, B, and C) to all documents in a corpus, one311

might find that some of these tokens are considered312

as important for the positive (or negative) class313

because their representation ends up being similar314

to the representation of “good” (or “bad”), even if315

their information content for the task is negligible,316

as they are present in all documents.317

Brunner et al. (2020) theoretically show that at-318

tention weights in transformers can be decomposed319

into two parts, from which the “effective attention”320

part corresponds to the attention that really affects321

the output. Effective attention focuses on the ef-322

fective input needed by the model for the task and323

is not biased by the representation of the input.324

Kobayashi et al. (2020) extend the work of Brunner325

et al. (2020), but focus on describing the effective326

attention part in more detail instead of using it to327

improve the model. Likewise, Sun and Marasović328

(2021) also extend the work of Brunner et al. (2020)329

and delve deeper into the explanation of effective330

attention and its use for explaining the model.331

Sun and Lu (2020) study attention through two 332

specific scores: attention and polarization. The 333

attention score corresponds to the absolute value 334

associated with each input token before the trans- 335

formation into an attention weight. The polariza- 336

tion score is a global score (not instance-specific) 337

for each input token, indicating its importance for 338

predicting the positive or negative class. The au- 339

thors show through these two scores why attention- 340

based models are stable in their prediction, even 341

when attention weights differ. They also show that 342

the match between attention and polarizing scores 343

strongly depends on the hyperparameter values. 344

By analyzing the effect of regularization on atten- 345

tion, Tutek and Šnajder (2020) show that one of the 346

reasons why attention cannot be used as a faithful 347

explanation is due to the fact that all input tokens 348

roughly have the same influence on the prediction. 349

The authors show that regularizing attention-based 350

models so that embedded tokens et better corre- 351

spond to their hidden representation rnn(et) pro- 352

duces explanations that are more faithful to the 353

model. However, Meister et al. (2021) show that 354

regularizing generally decreases the correlation be- 355

tween attention and explanation techniques, if the 356

regularization is directed towards sparse attention 357

weights. The authors conclude that sparsity, which 358

is often viewed as increasing interpretability of 359

models in the literature, in this case reduces the 360

faithfulness of explanations. 361

Another way to analyze the problem is to study 362

the change in the representation of the meaning of 363

a sentence when (i) an attention layer is added, and 364

when (ii) the type of RNN encoding the input is 365

changed (Zhang et al., 2021). The authors show 366

that, in addition to an increase in accuracy, the use 367

of attention also makes the model more stable in 368

terms of representation of sentence meanings. 369

6 Is Attention Explanation on Different 370

Tasks? 371

In this section, we introduce arguments from the 372

literature that claim that, despite some proofs that 373

attention is not always explanation, attention can 374

be explanation on certain NLP tasks. In general, 375

attention mechanisms seem to provide faithful ex- 376

planations in syntax-related tasks such as part-of- 377

speech tagging and syntactic annotation. Clark 378

et al. (2019) thus investigate the attention heads 379

in BERT. They explore syntactic dependency tag- 380

ging and co-reference resolution. They find that 381
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attention heads at different layers attend to different382

kinds of information (e.g., direct objects of verbs,383

determiners of nouns or referential antecedents),384

with earlier layers having a broader attention span.385

Furthermore, attention heads in the same layer tend386

to show similar distributions, which is a counter387

to the argument of Li et al. (2018) on the fact that388

encouraging attention heads to learn different dis-389

tributions within layers can improve performance.390

Overall, knowledge of syntax seems to be encoded391

by a variety of attention heads in different layers,392

and thus attention can be used as a global explana-393

tion for the tasks under investigation.394

Similarly, Vig and Belinkov (2019) investigate395

attention in GPT-2, in particular for two tasks: part-396

of-speech and syntactic tagging. They find that397

each part-of-speech is attended to by a specific398

subset of attention heads, and that attention heads399

in adjacent layers attend to similar part-of-speech400

tags. In general, attention shows which tokens were401

attended to for the tasks at hand and can thus be402

used as a global explanation.403

In a different vein, Vashishth et al. (2019) inves-404

tigate the role of attention across a variety of NLP405

tasks. They show that, when the input consists of a406

single sequence (e.g., in sentiment classification),407

the attention mechanism is comparable to a gating408

unit and, as such, the learned weights cannot be409

interpreted as attention. Therefore, in this context,410

attention does not provide an explanation of the411

model’s reasoning. The reduction of attention to412

gating units however does not hold true for self-413

attention networks nor for tasks depending on an414

additional text sequence, as for example in neural415

machine translation or natural language inference416

(pair-wise tasks and text generation tasks). In such417

cases, altering learned attention weights signifi-418

cantly degrades performance and attention appears419

to be an explanation of the model and to correlate420

with feature importance measures.421

7 Evaluation Methodology for422

Explanation423

This section focuses on critics of the methodology424

when evaluating explanations via attention. The425

critics mainly focus on two points in the evalua-426

tion setup of Jain and Wallace (2019). First, Jain427

and Wallace (2019) claim that there should be a428

consistency between attention weights and other429

explanation methods – which Wiegreffe and Pinter430

(2019) agree with – and find none. Second, they431

state that the fact that attention could offer different 432

explanations (which they show by shuffling the at- 433

tention weights) is an issue, which is a strong point 434

of disagreement with Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019). 435

Regarding the first point, Neely et al. (2021) 436

compare explanation methods from the literature 437

(LIME, Integrated Gradients, DeepLIFT, Grad- 438

SHAP and Deep-SHAP) with attention-based ex- 439

planations. The comparison is performed on two 440

types of classification: single-sequence classifica- 441

tion (sentiment classification) and pair-sequence 442

classification (language inference and understand- 443

ing, and question answering). The authors find 444

small agreement between the different explanation 445

methods, including attention-based explanations. 446

They conclude that checking for consistency be- 447

tween explanation methods should not be a crite- 448

rion for evaluation, which goes against the agree- 449

ment between the two seminal papers. 450

The second point on shuffling the attention 451

weights is a subject of more discussion. Ju et al. 452

(2021) propose a general discussion about logic 453

traps in evaluating interpretation. Their take on 454

this point of the debate is that a model with its 455

manipulated attention weights in the work of Jain 456

and Wallace (2019) “cannot even be regarded as 457

a trained model, which makes their manipulation 458

meaningless” (Ju et al., 2021, p. 4), which adds to 459

the point made by Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019). 460

Liu et al. (2020) argue that it is too early for 461

the debate to take place because there are no good 462

definition and evaluation of explanations. The au- 463

thors propose a Definition Driven Pipeline (DDP) 464

to evaluate explanations based on the definition of 465

faithfulness. They show that following this DDP 466

can produce an evaluation of explanations that is 467

less biased and can even drive the development of 468

new faithful explanations. 469

Calling for more clearly differentiating between 470

faithfulness and plausibility when evaluating ex- 471

planation, Jacovi and Goldberg (2020) define five 472

guidelines for evaluating faithfulness, building 473

upon the common pitfalls and sub-optimal prac- 474

tices they observed in the literature. They propose 475

an organization of the literature into three types: 476

model assumption, prediction assumption, and lin- 477

earity assumption. They state that the distinction 478

between Jain and Wallace (2019) and Wiegreffe 479

and Pinter (2019) is the underlying assumptions 480

they use for evaluating attention heat-maps as ex- 481

planations. The former attempts to provide differ- 482
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ent explanations of similar decisions per instance483

(therefore linked to prediction assumption). The484

latter critiques the former and is more anchored in485

the model assumption type of work.486

8 Evaluating Explanations with Humans487

The notion of plausibility of attention-based expla-488

nations implies asking humans to evaluate whether489

attention provides a plausible explanation for the490

model’s decisions. A first issue is whether human491

judges can agree on what plausible explanations492

of a decision (e.g., a prediction) are. In an experi-493

ment involving predictions for sentiment analysis494

and reading comprehension, Vashishth et al. (2019)495

ask humans to decide whether the top 3 highest496

weighted words in 200 samples are relevant for497

the model’s prediction. They reported a very high498

agreement among judges (i.e. Cohen’s κ over 0.8),499

which leads to think that words receiving the high-500

est attention can form a plausible explanation.501

A second interesting issue is the type of hu-502

man annotations that should be captured in or-503

der to assess model’s plausibility. The most com-504

mon approach is to ask humans to assess attention505

heatmaps produced by a model. In Vashishth et al.506

(2019), users assess the relevance of the top 3 high-507

est weighted words, whereas Mohankumar et al.508

(2020) ask evaluators to decide which of two at-509

tention heatmaps better explains the model’s pre-510

diction as regards to three dimensions: overall pre-511

diction, completeness (which heatmap highlights512

all the words required for the prediction) and cor-513

rectness (highlights only the important words and514

not unnecessary words). Another way to assess the515

difference between human and machine attention,516

in Sen et al. (2020), consists in asking humans to517

highlight important words for a classification task.518

The authors report an agreement percentage around519

70% for this task and show that attention weights520

on top of bi-RNNs align pretty well with human521

attention. This finding is especially true for words522

for which annotators agree on the importance.523

A third line of research (Sood et al., 2020) uses524

eye tracking measures to investigate whether ma-525

chine attention match human attention. The authors526

hypothesize that machine attention distributions527

should correlate with human attention strategies528

for a given task (e.g., question answering). They529

found that human and machine attention distribu-530

tions are more similar on easier tasks, which may531

mean that, for difficult tasks, humans required more532

varied strategies. For LSTMs and CNNs, diverg- 533

ing more from human attention leads to a drop in 534

performance, which is not the case for XLNets. 535

However, the fact that humans could reliably as- 536

sess model’s plausibility does not ensure that the 537

model is faithful (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020). In 538

fact, Pruthi et al. (2020) cast serious doubts on us- 539

ing attention maps as a way for users to audit expla- 540

nations in the context of fairness. More precisely, 541

the authors train various architectures of neural net- 542

work models on datasets that are all gender-biased 543

and whose predictions heavily rely on “impermis- 544

sible” tokens (e.g., pronouns). An adapted loss 545

function is used to penalize the attention values of 546

these impermissible tokens. The authors conclude 547

that, although the problematic tokens are still used 548

by the models, they do not appear in the attention 549

map, which wrongly leads users to believe that the 550

models are unbiased. In other words, the authors 551

proved that a plausible explanation does not always 552

imply that the explanation is faithful. 553

9 Solutions to Make Attention 554

Explanation 555

This section proposes an overview of the different 556

solutions that have been developed to tackle the 557

various challenges raised by the debate. We iden- 558

tify two types of solutions: the first type, presented 559

in Section 9.1, concerns purely technical solutions 560

that are often based on the theoretical and empir- 561

ical analyses presented in Section 5. The second 562

type of solutions, presented in Section 9.2, lever- 563

ages user-in-the-loop strategies to align machine 564

attention with human attention. 565

9.1 Technical Solutions 566

The technical solutions developed to make attention 567

an explanation differ by whether they use attention 568

values directly or indirectly. Within a recurrent net- 569

work, the representation of an input element con- 570

tains a summary of the components of its context. 571

As such, the attention weight computed for that 572

element is imprecise because it indirectly focuses 573

on the context. In order to avoid this dispersion, 574

some researchers seek to reinforce the link between 575

attention weights and input elements. 576

Chrysostomou and Aletras (2021) produce a 577

weighted representation of input elements using 578

the attention weights and a score that is specific 579

to the elements themselves. They propose three 580

learning strategies for that score and compare their 581
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solutions to three baseline explanations methods.582

Their results show that their solutions are an im-583

provement over the baselines.584

Mohankumar et al. (2020) propose the introduc-585

tion of more diversity in the hidden states learned586

by LSTMs, allowing to observe elements separately587

from their context. They evaluate two different588

strategies and show that the resulting attention val-589

ues offer explanations that are not only more faith-590

ful but also more plausible.591

Tutek and Šnajder (2020) explore different hid-592

den state regularization methods in order to pre-593

serve a strong link with the corresponding input594

elements. They propose a regularization scheme595

that positively impacts the attention weights by596

reinforcing their link with the model prediction,597

which, in turn, leads to more faithful explanations.598

The above approaches rely on a property of recur-599

rent networks and seek to work on the attention by600

modifying the representation of the input elements601

within the network. In parallel, some researchers602

focus directly on the attention weights with no con-603

straints regarding the network architecture.604

Moradi et al. (2021) modify the loss function by605

adding a term that penalizes non-faithful attention.606

In order to quantify faithfulness, they propose a607

measure that combines up to three different stress608

tests. They show that their method optimizes faith-609

fulness, while improving the model’s performance.610

Bai et al. (2021) propose to weight the elements611

of the input X to counter the effect of combinatorial612

shortcuts. The weighting scheme is based on the613

fact that the estimation of E(Y|X � M) in attention,614

where M are masks applied (�) to the elements of615

the input X, is not the same for all elements of X.616

9.2 Attention can be Explanation When617

Users are in the Loop618

Another way to make attention become explanation619

is to bring users into the loop. This approach is620

sometimes called supervised attention, as the user621

attention is used by the model during training.622

Strout et al. (2019) show that using human ra-623

tionale to supervise attention can produce explana-624

tions that are better accepted by users, but can also625

lead to better results in terms of performance.626

Zhong et al. (2019) modify an attention-based627

LSTM to make it match user provided attention.628

In order to do that, they compare the distribu-629

tions of machine and user attention and use a Kull-630

back–Leibler divergence between the two distribu-631

tions to penalize the attention of the model. 632

In the same idea of supervised attention, Heo 633

et al. (2020) extend the meta-learning technique 634

called neural processes to include attention. Their 635

Neural Attention Processes (NAP) are designed to 636

consider user-provided attention in an active learn- 637

ing fashion through the use of context points. 638

Kanchinadam et al. (2020) also extend the train- 639

ing of attention to obtain a supervised version of 640

attention. Their approach consists in the addition of 641

a term in the objective function of their model to pe- 642

nalize the difference between the machine and the 643

user attention. As in Heo et al. (2020), the authors 644

make use of active learning in their method called 645

Rationale-based Active Learning with Supervised 646

Attention (RALSA) to collect user attention. 647

Finally, Arous et al. (2021) introduce MAp- 648

ping human Rationales To Attention (MARTA), a 649

Bayesian framework to include human rationale in 650

order to adapt machine attention. As for all other 651

works in this section, the method improves the 652

performance of the model while providing human- 653

understandable explanations. 654

10 Discussion 655

As stated earlier in this paper, one of the difficulties 656

in this debate is that the insights are brought from 657

paper of different areas that do not always cite each 658

other. In fact, even inside a particular area, papers 659

do not always refer to each other. In this section, 660

we aim at bridging the gap between the different 661

papers and their area in order to extract the main 662

conclusions and some points of tension. 663

First of all, like Thorne et al. (2019) who state 664

that LIME can be used for explanation, thus ques- 665

tioning the need for attention, Bastings and Filip- 666

pova (2020) state that saliency methods can be used 667

for explanation, and so the attention is not needed 668

in that role. Therefore, according to Bastings and 669

Filippova (2020), if explanation tools already exist 670

to do the job, why is the debate about attention 671

useful? Two answers can be provided to this ques- 672

tion. First, attention is something that is learned for 673

performance purposes, so it would be useful if it 674

could be used as explanation also, instead of using 675

additional post-hoc tools. Second, the existence 676

of the debate kick-started solutions that are now 677

moving towards explanation. 678

Current solutions for making attention an expla- 679

nation have to consider the two sides of explanation: 680

faithfulness and plausibility. This subject is at the 681
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very heart of the debate, as Wiegreffe and Pinter682

(2019) already mentioned the focus of Jain and683

Wallace (2019) on faithful explanations only. How-684

ever, users may not be satisfied by explanations685

that are only faithful to the model, as they need to686

be plausible for them too. Therefore, focusing on687

the correlation between attention and other faithful688

techniques may not be enough to evaluate whether689

attention is explanation in real conditions. The690

right balance between plausibility and faithfulness691

may lie in human-based evaluations (Section 8) and692

supervised attention (Section 9.2).693

That being said, faithfulness should also be eval-694

uated on its own right, without any consideration695

of plausibility, to check if the explanation matches696

the model behavior. However, as explained by Ja-697

covi and Goldberg (2020), faithfulness should not698

be evaluated in a binary fashion: the level of faith-699

fulness needed for attention to be accepted as an700

explanation should be measured.701

Still on the subject of evaluation, we noted that702

the different contributions to the debate are often703

based on different setups. Indeed, except for the704

analysis of attention on different tasks (Section 6),705

the contributions often base their claims on one or706

two tasks of their choice. We claim that a common707

ground must be found to properly analyze attention708

and its relation to explanation. The same issue has709

been observed with the use of different input em-710

beddings and different architectures surrounding711

the attention layer(s). Likewise, Liu et al. (2020)712

stress that the lack of a common ground when dis-713

cussing faithfulness, plausibility and explanations714

is not conducive to finding answers to the debate.715

On the side of solutions, the common intuitive716

solution in interpretability and explanation that reg-717

ularizing a model to be sparse improves our under-718

standing of the model is not well supported in the719

literature for attention. In fact, some authors like720

Meister et al. (2021) note that inducing sparsity721

may in fact reduce the faithfulness of attention.722

Another perspective that is better suited for723

obtaining faithful explanations is effective atten-724

tion (Brunner et al., 2020; Kobayashi et al., 2020;725

Sun and Marasović, 2021). Indeed, while attention726

per se may not be explanation, further studies and727

uses of effective attention as a sub-part of attention728

may prove useful to learn a faithful explanation.729

If plausible explanations, alongside faithfulness,730

are needed, supervised attention is a good perspec-731

tive. The argument for supervised attention is well-732

founded: if attention is not explanation and if faith- 733

fulness is not enough, then making machine at- 734

tention match human attention may be a solution. 735

While one can argue that attention has originally 736

been introduced for performance purposes and that 737

supervised attention may work against this advan- 738

tage, several studies show that, in fact, guiding 739

attention increases performance (e.g., Strout et al. 740

(2019)). Supervised attention is therefore a solution 741

that both optimizes performance and explainability. 742

The main cost of this solution is that it requires the 743

participation of users, but solutions using few-shot 744

user annotations have already been introduced in 745

the literature (e.g., Heo et al. (2020)). 746

In a complementary point of view, Grimsley et al. 747

(2020) offer a philosophical perspective on the de- 748

bate. The authors show that works studying atten- 749

tion as explanation attempt to do so in a causal 750

framework. They argue that it is an issue because 751

the object of study does not fit in that type of frame- 752

work. The reason is that the link between the atten- 753

tion layer and a model’s output cannot be isolated 754

from the other components of the model. They con- 755

clude that “attention weights alone cannot be used 756

as causal explanation for model behavior” (Grims- 757

ley et al., 2020, p. 1786). This entails that assuming 758

causality when evaluating the explanatory power of 759

attention is doomed to fail by design. The authors 760

offer other, non-causal, explanation paradigms to 761

explore the issue, such as mathematical, structural 762

modal, and minimal-model explanations. 763

11 Conclusion 764

We have shown that the debate about the question 765

“is attention explanation?” already produced a vast 766

and diverse literature. Throughout our analysis 767

of the existing works, we have stressed various 768

insights that could help advance the debate: the- 769

oretically refining concepts around the notion of 770

explanation (in particular plausibility and faithful- 771

ness), developing a common ground in the eval- 772

uation setup (e.g., similar input embeddings and 773

architectures), extending the studies and uses of ef- 774

fective attention, and improving the integration of 775

users for a supervised attention. We intend that our 776

work provides a solid ground for further research, 777

calling for more integration to answer the question 778

“is attention explanation?”. In particular, combin- 779

ing the findings from the different areas (e.g., to 780

produce a supervised effective attention) seems to 781

be among the most promising avenues. 782
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